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INDEX THEORY
FOR SKEW-ADJOINT FREDHOLM OPERATORS

by M. F. ATIYAH and I. M. SINGER (1)

§ i. Introduction.

Let H be a separable infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space and let ^(H)
denote the space of all Fredholm operators on H, i.e. bounded linear operators with
finite-dimensional kernel and cokernel. Then any Ae^'(H) has an index defined by

index A == dim Ker A — dim Goker A

If we give ^(H) the uniform (or norm) topology then the mapping <^(H)-^Z given
by A \-> index A is constant on components and maps the components bijectively onto Z.
More generally for any compact space X and any continuous map

A : X -. ̂ (H)

we can define a homotopy invariant

index AeK(X)

where K(X) is the Grothendieck group of vector bundles over X ([i, Appendix] or [2]).
We first deform A so that dim Ker A^ is a locally constant function of x^ then we put

index A == [Ker A] - [Coker A] eK(X).

Here Ker A is the vector bundle over X whose fibre at A:eX is Ker A^ and similarly
for Coker A^. It is then a theorem ([i], [2]) that this index invariant defines a bijection

[X,^(H)]->K(X)

where [ , ] denotes the homotopy classes of mappings. This theorem completely iden-
tifies the homotopy type of the space ^(H): it is a classifying space for the functor K.

Quite similarly if H^ is a real Hilbert space we have a bijection

index : [X, ^(H^)] -> KR(X)

where KR(X) is the Grothendieck group of real vector bundles over X.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop an analogous theory for skew-adjoint

(l) Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Guggenheim Foundation.
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6 M . F . A T I Y A H A N D I. M. S I N G E R

Fredholm operators. In particular we want to show that, for a real skew-adjoint
Fredholm operator A, the dimension modulo 2 of Ker A is the appropriate cc index 5?.

Let ^(Hp) denote the space of real skew-adjoint Fredholm operators. Then our
first theorem determines the homotopy type of this space:

Theorem A. — Define a map

a:^-(H^a^(HR)

by assigning to each Ae^ the path from +1 to —i on ̂  given by

cos nt + A sin nt, o^t^i.

Then a is a homotopy equivalence^ and so J^'(H^) is a classifying space for the functor KR"1.
In the complex case there is a similar but slightly different result.
Theorem B. — The space ^(H) has three components ^'+(H), ^_(H) and ^(H)

characterised by
Ae^^(H) oi~lA is essentially positive

Ae^"_(H) oi~lA is essentially negative

Ae^(H) oA^^(H)

The components ^'_^.(H) and ^_(H) are contractible. The map

a : ̂ (H) -> a^(H)

defined as in Theorem A, ^ a homotopy equivalence^ so that ^ (H) is a classifying space for the
functor K~1.

Note. — To say that iA is essentially positive means that iA is positive on some
invariant subspace of H of finite codimension.

A slight generalization of these theorems produces inductively classifying spaces
for the functors KR"^ and K"^ from which the Bott periodicity theorems follow. For
this, let Cj^ be the (real) Clifford algebra, generated by ^, . .., ̂  subject to e^==—i,
^6j=—e^ for i^j, and ^ = = — ^ . Assume that H^ is a ^-module for C^_i, i.e. we
have a * representation p : C^_i ->• bounded operators on H^ with Jt==p(^) and

Jt2^—^ i = i , . . . , ^ — i , JJj==—JjJ, ^4=7, and J^==—,L.

When C^_i is simple, this representation is unique up to equivalence. When C^_i is
not simple, it is the direct sum of two simple algebras. We assume that p restricted
to each simple subalgebra has infinite multiplicity, which again determines p up to
equivalence. In any case, our p can be extended to a * representation of C^^^D G^_i,
thus assuring the existence ofj^ and J^+i satisfying the relations above. We use them
to show that certain spaces we now define are not empty. Henceforth for simplicity
we shall usually omit the symbol p and assume our Hilbert spaces are C^_ ̂ -modules
of the above type.
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INDEX THEORY FOR SKEW-ADJOINT FREDHOLM OPERATORS 7

For k^ i we now define ^(H^) to be the subset of^HiJ consisting of all A such
that

AJ,=-J,A i===i, . . . ,A;-i.

Since we can take A=J^ the space ^(HJ is non-empty. We now distinguish two
cases, according to whether the algebra G^ is simple or not. If k ̂  — i mod 4 (so
that Cj, is simple) put ^(H^) == ̂ (H^). If k = — i mod 4 consider the operator

^(A)=JJ,..J,_,A.

This commutes with J^, .. ..J^-i and A. Also

w{AY=w{A).

As in Theorem B we now decompose ^(HJ into three parts ^\, ̂ L, ̂  according
as w{A) is essentially positive, essentially negative or neither. If we take A==J^ we
see that

^(Jfc)Jfc+l=-L+lwCL)
so that J^e^(HR). On the other hand if we take A=J^(J^) we see that w{A)==i
so J^(J/c)e^(HR) and then -J^CL)£^(HR). Thus all three of these subspaces
of^(HR) are non-empty. It is also easily shown that each of them is open and therefore
a union of components.

For k==i the space ̂ (H^) coincides with the whole space ̂ (H^) of skew-adjoint
operators. Moreover ^(HI^^^HR). For k=o we adopt the convention that
^(HI^^HR) and that Jo is the identity operator. Generalizing Theorem A we
shall then prove

Theorem A{k). — The spaces ^(H^) — defined for k=—i mod 4 — are contractible.
For all A^i, define a map

ar^H^-^Q^-^HJ)

by assigning to each AE^(HR) the path from J^_i to —Jfe_i given by

J/c_ i cos nt + A sin nt, o^t^i.

Then a is a homotopy equivalence so that ^(HJ is a classifying space for the functor KR"^.
For k==i, with the conventions already explained, Theorem A{k) coincides with

Theorem A. For k =7, G^_i is the algebra of all 8x8 real matrices and w[y1) consists
of all self-adjoint Fredholm operators commuting with p(C^_i). Then HR^R^RHR
and p=po®I where po is the standard representation of Gg on R8. We can therefore
identify w^7) with the space of all self-adjoint Fredholm operators. Thus as a corollary
of Theorem A(A) we obtain

Corollary. — The space of real self-adjoint Fredholm operators on Hilbert space has two
contractible components consisting of essentially positive and essentially negative operators respectively.
Their complement is a classifying space for the functor KR~7.
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8 M. F. A T I Y A H A N D I. M. S I N G E R

In the complex case we proceed quite similarly, the only difference being that the
complexified Clifford algebras C^C are now simple only for even values of k. For
any odd value of k the operator w{A) defined by

%(A) == w(A) if k == — i mod 4
=i~lw{A) if A;= imod4

is then self-adjoint. We define the subspaces ^(H), ^(H) of ^(H) according
as w(A) is essentially positive, negative or neither. Then the complex analogue of
Theorem A (A) is:

Theorem B(A:). — The spaces ^(H) — defined/or odd values of k — are contractible.
For all k^i the map

ar^H)-^^^-1^))

defined as in Theorem A{k) is a homotopy equivalence. Thus ^(H) is a classifying space for
the functor K"^.

For k=i. Theorem B(A;) reduces to Theorem B.
Because the real Clifford algebra G^ is periodic in k with period 8 [4] we have

homeomorphisms ^^^+8 and so Theorem A(A) implies:
Real Periodicity Theorem KR^KR-8.
Similarly, since C^C has period 2 [4], Theorem K{k) implies :
Complex Periodicity Theorem K^K""2.
The proofs of the periodicity theorems obtained in this way are quite different

from any earlier proofs. Whereas [6] uses Morse Theory, [3] uses elliptic operators
and [i], [15] use polynomial approximation to make the proof amenable to algebraic
techniques. In this paper, the theorem is stated in the original form as in [6], but the
proofs use only standard spectral theory for normal operators on Hilbert space together
with Kuiper's result [10] on thd contractibility of the unitary group of Hilbert space.

In this presentation the periodicity theorems appear as corollaries of Theorems A{k)
and B(A;). In fact it is possible to reverse the situation and to deduce Theorems A (A;)
and B(A) from the periodicity theorems or rather from their Banach algebra versions
given by Wood in [15]. This programme has been carried out by G. Segal [13] and,
independently (in the framework of Banach Categories) by Karoubi [9].

In the Morse theory treatment given in [i i] Milnor introduces a certain subspace Q^
of the orthogonal group of Hilbert space. This may be defined as follows. Let M be a
simple ^-module for the Clifford algebra C^, let HR be a countable direct sum of copies
of M and let H^) be the sum of the first n copies. Then ^(%), for k-^ i, is defined
to be the space of all orthogonal transformations A on H^ such that:

(i) A 2 =-I ,AJ ,=-LA(z=I , . . . ,A-I ) .
(ii) A preserves the subspace tl^{n) and coincides with J^ on the orthogonal

complement H^)1.
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INDEX THEORY FOR SKEW-ADJOINT FREDHOLM OPERATORS 9

Clearly we have inclusions ^(^) c^(^+i)? ^d tn^ union (or limit) is 0.^:
Q,=lim^).

n—> oo

For A:=o we put Q.Q = 0(oo) == lim 0{n), where 0(n) denotes the orthogonal group ofR^
Tl—f 00

The periodicity theorem proved in [n] is a consequence of a homotopy equivalence

n^(Q,_,).

The spaces ̂ ?or ratner their uniform closures O.j^, enter naturally in our treatment.
In fact Theorems A (A) and B(A) are consequences of two intermediate equivalences

(i) 0^-^ (A^o).
(ii) ^Q^(^i).

The first of these is established by exhibiting a fibration with contractible total
space having base (equivalent to) ^^ and fibre ̂ . For the second we produce a suitable
map from (a deformation retract of) ^\ onto ^_i with contractible fibres. In both
cases the contractibility of the spaces involved follow from Kuiper's theorem.

In several places we will perform deformations on self-adjoint (or skew-adjoint)
operators whose continuity depends upon the following

Lemma. — Let y : R x I — ^ R be continuous^ let ft ==/( . , t), and let S denote the space of
self-adjoint operators. Then the map SxI->S given by (A, t) h-^(A) is continuous.

Proof. — Since, on a compact set ofR, the map t\->ft is continuous in the supnorm
topology, it suffices to show Ah>/^(A) is continuous for a fixed t. Let X be a closed
neighbourhood of the spectrum of A. Given s>o, choose a polynomial p such that
|j&—/J<£/3 on X. Choose a neighbourhood N of A so that BeN implies sp(B) cX
and ||j&(B)-j&(A)||<£/3. Then ||^(B)-/;(A) || <e by the usual 3. £/3 argument.

§ 2. Some elementary deformations.

Most of the spaces we shall encounter will, in the first place, be open sets in a
Banach space. Such spaces will be denoted by script letters e.g. SS. It is usually
convenient to replace these spaces by suitable deformation retracts which are closed
in the Banach space. Such retracts will be denoted by the corresponding roman letter
e.g. B will be a deformation retract of 3S. In fact we shall be mainly concerned with
the group of units SS in a Banach algebra (1) ^ and various related subspaces. In
particular if ^ is a G^-algebra (i.e. a complex Banach *-algebra in which \x x == x 2)
the group A of unitary elements (i.e. satisfying x*x==i) is a deformation retract of ^.
The standard retraction is given by

(2.1) ^^(^—^(V^)-^!), o<^i

(1) With identity.
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io M . F . A T I Y A H A N D I. M. S I N G E R

where \ x x is the unique positive square root of x * x . If a subspace e99 of SS is stable
under this retraction the intersection S == y n B will be a deformation retract of e97.
For instance if sS is the complexification of a real Banach *-algebra s/^ (so that s/^
is the subalgebra fixed under conjugation x\->~x) then

x==:~x => x^==~Xt ^or au ^

and so B^ == B n ^/^ is a deformation retract of ^?R =SS r\ ̂ /^. This is called the ortho-
gonal group of the algebra ^R.

Our starting point is the C*"algebra ^ of bounded linear operators on the complex
Hilbert space H. Its groups of units will be denoted by ^ (for linear group), its unitary
subgroup by L. Let jf denote the closed 2-sided ideal of ^ consisting of compact
operators. Then the quotient j^/Jf is again a Cf-algebra [8]. Its group of units will
be denoted by ^, its unitary retract by G. The Fredholm operators on H can be charac-
terized as those which are invertible modulo Jf. Thus the space ^ of all Fredholm
operators is the inverse image of ^ under the mapping

p : e^-^^/jf

The restriction of p defines group homomorphisms

jSf->^ L->G

whose kernels are denoted by ^?, G respectively. Thus ^? consists of invertible operators
of the form I +T with T compact, and C consists of unitary operators of this form.
Using the spectral theorem for compact operators it is easy to see that for xe^ the
unitary retraction x^ lies in ^ for o^^ i and so G is indeed a deformation retract of ^,
as our notation implies.

From these groups we now turn to their Lie algebras. In particular we consider
the space ^ of bounded skew-adjoint operators (the Lie algebra of the unitary group).
We adopt in general the notation S for the skew-adjoint elements in S, where S is any
subspace of a C*-algebra. Thus SF denotes the space of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators,
as in § i, and ^ is the space of skew-adjoint invertible elements in ja^/jT. The map

^— ^ ^ *y-^^ induces a map ^->^ which is also surjective: if p{f)==g==—g then
(f—f\ . - . . .

p\ -——— I ==g. The essential spectrum of fe^' coincides with the spectrum of p{f) £^.

From this it follows that the subsets ^\, ^ defined in Theorem B are inverse images
of corresponding subsets ^S ̂ , ^ . Moreover these subsets of ^ are clearly both open
and closed, and the same is therefore true of the subsets of ^r. Finally, for f^^^.

f^ti+{i-t)f, o^i

provides a contraction of ̂ j^ to the point z. Similarly ^ ' _ contracts to the point —i.
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INDEX THEORY FOR SKEW-ADJOINT FREDHOLM OPERATORS n

We consider now the commutative diagram

j^ _^ Q^-

(2.2)

'•' Y

^ -J3-. Q^

where a is defined, as in Theorem B, by

^(f) : t h> cos ^+ysin nt o^^ i

and (B is given by a similar formula. Here ̂  denotes the space of paths from +1 to — i.
To see that (B (and hence a) is well-defined we have only to observe that the spectrum
of a skew-adjoint invertible element g has no real points, so that for any t

cos nt+g sin nt
is invertible, i.e. belongs to ^.

The map y->^ has as fibres the cosets ofjf. Moreover, according to a general
theorem ofBartle and Graves [5], the map p : j^—^jaf/jT admits a continuous section (1)
s : ̂ /jf-^^. The restriction of s to ^ is then a homotopy inverse of ^^^: we
retract ^ back onto J(^) linearly by

ft=tf+^-t)sop{f), 0^1.

Thus y-^^S is a homotopy equivalence and so therefore is fl^—^O^. Similarly,
ŝ. /s s{ o\_.yfp^

y ̂ ^S ^ is a homotopy equivalence using the section ^ :^ — -———'—. Thus we
have established

Lemma (2.3). — The maps

y ->^ and 0^—Q^* *

in diagram (2.2) are homotopy equivalences. Hence a is a homotopy equivalence if and only
if [B is.

Our next step is to retract ^ and ^ onto their unitary parts G and G . For this
we must simply observe that, with ^ given by (2.1) ,

* *
X — X ~:^y' X f — — X t

so that ^ is stable under this retraction. The space G consists of elements xeG such
that

x*=—x, x*x=i hence A^^—I.

The subspaces G^., G__ consist of the single points {+?}5 { — i } respectively. The
subspace G consists therefore of elements x such that

x*==—x and Spec A:=={±Z'}.

(1) Note that s is not required to be linear: in fact it is known that no continuous linear section exists.
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12 M . F . A T I Y A H A N D I. M. S I N G E R

Since x2^ -1 it follows that the restriction of (B to G^ coincides with the exponential map
^ (x) == cos TT^ + ̂  sin 7^ = exp {ntx) e G.

Thus we have
Lemma (2.4). — The map (B : ̂ -^^ is equivalent to the map e : G^^G given by

^tW==exp{ntx) o^t^ i.

Returning now to the diagram (2.2) we consider the map on the ^"-spaces which
lies over c; this will be defined on p-^G^ the part of^ lying over G^ i.e. on the space
of skew-adjoint operators whose essential spectrum consists of {±z}. For any such ope-
rator x, the path

t\->exp{ntx), o^^i

lies in the orthogonal group L: it starts at the identity and ends at the point
exp nxe—C.

We recall that G is the kernel of L-^G and consists of orthogonal operators of the from
i+T with T compact: —C denotes those of the form —i+T with T compact. Thus
our path defines a point of the relative loop space tl(L, —C) — of loops in L which
begin at the identity and end in —G. Covering the map s of (2.4) we have therefore
a map

^•S) ^(GJ-^L.-G)

given by the same formula. Finally we shall replace ̂ (GJ by its subspace F consisting
of elements of norm i. Thus F^ consists of operators x such that

(i) x'=—x
(ii) ess. specA:={±z}.
(iii) I M I = i .

As the notation suggests, F^ is a deformation retract of ̂  which we now show.
Note that inf| ess. spec A , Ae^, is [[^(A)-1]] , a continuous function of A. First
retract ̂  onto the subspace M with inf|ess.spec =i by A[-> A(i—t+t\\p(A)~11|)-1.
Then choose a symmetric deformation retraction \ of the imaginary axis onto the closed
interval [—^+i] . Then x[->\{x), o^^i, deforms M onto F . By the same
argument as in (2.3) we deduce

Lemma (2.6). — The map F^G is a homotopy equivalence.
Replacing ̂ (GJ by F^ in (2.5) we then obtain the crucial commutative diagram

F^ —> ti(L, -G)

(2.7)

G —^ tiG
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INDEX THEORY FOR SKEW-ADJOINT FREDHOLM OPERATORS 13

where the vertical arrows are induced by p : j^-^/Jf and s, 8 are both given by the
same formula

^h>exp(7T^), o^^i.

In view of (2.3) (2.4) and (2.6) Theorem B will be a consequence of the following two
Propositions:

Proposition (2.8). — The map

8: I \—n(L, -G)

defined by S(x) : t \-> exp{ntx), o^^i, is a homotopy equivalence.
Proposition (2.9). — The map

Q(L, -c)—nG
induced by the projection ^—^j^/jf is a homotopy equivalence.

These two propositions will be proved in the next section. Both depend on
Kuiper's Theorem about the contractibility of the unitary group of Hilbert space.

§ 3. Proof of (2.8) and (2.9).

Before we embark on the details of the proof we shall make a few general observa-
tions on homotopy equivalence. Following Milnor [12] we say that a map /: X->Y
is a singular equivalence if, for every point ^eX,

/. : ̂ nCX, Xo) -> T^(Y,/(^)) n^o

is bijective (here n^ denotes the set of path-components). For spaces in the class
^-having the homotopy type of a GW-complex — a singular equivalence is actually
a homotopy equivalence [12]. In [12] Milnor shows that a suitable local convexity
property ensures that a space belongs to ̂ . In particular this applies to open subsets
of a Banach space.

The spaces we are concerned with are, in the first instance, either
(i) open sets of a Banach space or
(ii) deformation retracts of such open sets

and hence belong to .̂ The same applies to pairs of spaces. It then follows
from [12] that the loop spaces occurring in (2.8) and (2.9) also belong to ̂ .

We start now on the proof of (2.9). First we establish:
Lemma (3.2). — The map L->G has a continuous local section (i.e. a right inverse defined

in a neighbourhood of ieG).
Proof. — Recall that there is a continuous section s : s^'/JT—^^ for the projection

p : j^-^/Jf. Clearly we may assume j" ( i )==i (for if s{i)=i+k, t(u)-==s(u)—k is a
new section with ^ ( i )= i ) . Restricting to open sets this gives a local section s : ̂ -^
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^ M . F . A T I Y A H A N D I. M. S I N G E R

for the groups of units of these Banach algebras. Let r : ̂ f->L be the unitary retraction,
and define locally

t:G-^L

by t(§)=^(g)' Denoting also by r the unitary retraction ^S->G and observing that
we then have rp ==pr, it follows that

pt{g)=prs{g)=rps(g)==r{g)==g for geG.

Hence t is a local section as required.
Lemma (3.1) implies that the image ofL is an open subgroup ofG, and therefore

also closed. Since L is contractible [10] and in particular connected (1) it follows that
its image in G is just the identity component G^ of G. The existence of a local section
for L—^G^ then implies, by [14],

Proposition (3.2). — L-^ is a principal fibre bundle with group C.
Since Q.G=O.G^ Proposition (2.9) follows from (3.2) by standard homotopy

theory [14]. Moreover, since L is contractible [14], we also have
Corollary (3.3). — The map Q(L, —G) -> —G which assigns to each path in ^(L, —C)

its end-point^ is a (singular) homotopy equivalence.
Thus, instead of (2.8), it will be equivalent to prove
Proposition (3.3). — The map

exp 7r : F —> —C,

given by Ah->exp TrA, is a homotopy equivalence.
We recall that —C consists of all unitary operators A of the form — i + T with

T(=i+A) compact. Now define —G(n) to be the subspace of —C consisting of
those operators A for which rank(i+A)^, and let F^)=(exp •K)~\—C(n)} be the
corresponding subspace of F^. Since the union of the spaces —G(7z), for H-XX), is
dense in —C it is reasonable to expect this sequence to approximate —C for homotopy,
and similarly for the sequence F\(7z). More precisely we shall now prove

Proposition (3.4). — For any m and any choice of base points ae—C(m),beF(m), the
inclusion maps induce bijections'.

hn^(-C(yz), a) -> T^(-C, a) k^o

^n,(F^n),b)->^(F^b) k^o.

Proof. — Consider first the case of F^. It will be enough to exhibit a deformation

ht : F^—F^, o^^i
such that

(i) for any compact subset X of F^, there exists an integer n, so that ^i(X) c F (n);
(ii) h^b)==b for all t.

(1) All our subspaces are locally path-connected so that path-components are the same as components.
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INDEX THEORY FOR SKEW-ADJOINT FREDHOLM OPERATORS 15

Now we recall that the spectrum of an operator AeF lies in the interval [— i, + i]
and that the essential spectrum consists just of the two points {±i}. We shall construct h^
by a spectral deformation. Thus let o<a<i and let

^: [-z, +i]^ [-z, +i]

be a deformation which shrinks [—i, —za] to —i and [za, z] to +^ and is the identity
on [—^(a—^^a—2;) ] . Then h^ induces a deformation F —^F given by Al-^(A).
For any given AeF choose zp^SpecA with a<(B<i , and define

, , , , I i f d\ \^ (A = rank—. ,——.
[ 2 - K i J | x | = p X — A j

This gives the total multiplicity of Spec A in the interval [— z'(B, z(B]. For all BeF suffi-
ciently close to A we then have ip^SpecB and ^p(B)==7Zp(A), and so Ai(B)EF^p(A)).
Hence for any compact set X in F we can find a fixed n so that ^i(X) cF (n). To
ensure condition (ii) above we have only to choose a sufficiently close to i so that all
the m eigenvalues =t=±z of the base operator b lie in the interval [ — z ( a — c ) , z(a—s)] .
This completes the case ofF . For —C the proof is the same. In fact the spectral defor-
mation A^ : F ->F clearly induces a corresponding spectral deformation g^ : —C -> —C
with similar properties.

In view of this proposition it is now enough to prove
Proposition (3.5). — For any integer n^o, the map exp n : F (n) -> —C{n) is a

homotopy equivalence.
We shall prove (3.5) by induction on n. Let D(^) be the complement of —C(n— i)

in —C(n), so that operators AeD(^) have the property that rank(i+A)==^, then
the inductive step of the proof will depend on the following lemma:

Lemma (3.6). — Over the space D(?z), the map exp n is a fibre bundle with a contractible
fibre.

Proof.—For AeD(^) we have rank (i+A)=TZ, a constant. From this it follows
easily that {Ker(i+A)}^j^ is a Hilbert space sub-bundle ^ of D(7z)xH, and so
its orthogonal complement ^ is an ^-dimensional vector bundle. An operator TeF {n)
with exp TcT(=D(7z) defines a unitary automorphism of square — i on c^f, while its action
on Jf71 is determined by exp nT. Thus, over D(^), exp n is a fibre bundle with fibre
the space of all unitary operators on Hilbert space of square — i — and having both ± i
as eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity. Thus the fibre is homeomorphic to the homo-
geneous space

L(H)/(L(Hi)xL(Ha)), H=H^H^ dim H^=dim H^oo.

The map
L(H)^L(H)/(L(H,)xL(H,))
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16 M . F . A T I Y A H A N D I. M. S I N G E R

has a local section and so is a fibre bundle [14]. By [10] both the total space L(H)
and the fibre L{H^)xL(H^) are contractible. Hence the base has trivial homotopy
groups and so is contractible also. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma (3.6) implies that, over D(yz), the map exp n is a homotopy equivalence.
By inductive assumption we may assume exp n is an equivalence over —C{n—i).
We want now to put these parts together and deduce that exp TT is an equivalence over
the whole of —C{n). For this we need two things: first a general abstract lemma giving
conditions under which such patching together of homotopy equivalences will work and
secondly the verification that these conditions are satisfied in our case. We proceed to
deal with these two questions in turn.

It is convenient to introduce the following definition. We say that an open set U
in a space X is respectable if

(i) X—U and BU=U n (X—U) both have the homotopy type of a GW-complex;
(ii) (U, aU) and (X—U, BU) both have the HEP (Homotopy Extension

Property).

We recall that, a sufficient condition for a closed subspace A of a normal space B
to have the HEP is that it possess a neighbourhood of which it is a deformation retract.
We are now ready for our abstract lemma

Lemma (3. 7). — Let f: X'->X be a map, AcX, A'^/'^A). Assume that

(i) f'.A'—^A is a homotopy equivalence',
(ii) y:X'—A' -> X—A is a fibre bundle with contractible fibre;
(iii) A has a respectable open neighbourhood U so that U'^/'^U) is respectable and so

that A—^U.A'-^U' are homotopy equivalences.

Then f is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. — Since X'-U'-^X-U and aU'—aU are both fibre bundles with

contractible fibre it follows that both maps are singular equivalences and hence homo-
topy equivalences (since all spaces are assumed to have the homotopy type of a
GW-complex). Also hypotheses (i) and (iii) imply that U'-^U is a homotopy equi-
valence. Because of hypothesis (iii) the triads (X—U,U, BU), (X'—U', U', c)V) are
Mayer-Vietoris triads in the terminology of [7, p. 240]. Hence by [7, (7.4.1)]/is
a homotopy equivalence.

We want to apply this abstract situation to our particular case where

X'=F>), X=-C(TZ), f=expn

A'==F^-i), A==-C{n-i).

Property (i) of (3.7) is our inductive assumption, (ii) is just (3.6). It remains therefore
to exhibit a respectable neighbourhood U satisfying (iii). To do this we introduce
the function

a:-C{n) ->[-!, i]
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defined by
<r(A)=-i if Ae-C(TZ-i)
cr(A) == Min Re(X) for — i =[= Xe Spec A, otherwise.

Then a is continuous and we define the open set U by V=a'~l[—i, o), so that

U^CT-^-I.O], aU^CT-^O)

The sets

V^-^-^o], V^o-1^)

are neighbourhoods of ^U in U and X—U respectively and simple spectral deformation
shows that 8\J is a deformation retract of each V,. Thus (U, 8\J) and (X—U, SV)
have the HEP. Moreover, it is easy to show that 8V, X—Ue^ by constructing open
sets in the space of operators which deform onto them. Thus U is a respectable open
set. Moreover, if h^ is a deformation of the unit circle shrinking the semi-circle
7T/2^ 6^377/2 to the point —i , it induces a deformation ofU into A, showing that A->U
is a homotopy equivalence. We now have to check the corresponding properties for U'.
The arguments are essentially the same except that the interval [— i, i] replaces the
unit circle. This completes the proof of Proposition (3.5) which is all that was left
in the proof of Theorem B.

The proof of Theorem A is quite similar. The only differences are the following :

1) The space ^"(H^) retracts as before onto the subspace of^(HR) consisting of
operators with essential spectrum contained in {±i}, but now because we are dealing
with real operators both ± i must occur. Thus the analogues of the components ^'^ do
not arise.

2) In the various spectral deformations we must now be careful to use only defor-
mations (of [—i, +i] or the unit circle) which are symmetrical under complex
conjugation.

3) In the proof of (3.6) the space of orthogonal operators on HR of square — i
is now homeomorphic with L(H^) /L(HR; J) where J2^ — i and L(HR; J) is the subgroup
of the orthogonal group L(HR) which commutes with J. Thus L(H^;J) is the unitary
group of a complex Hilbert space and hence by Kuiper [10] both groups (and so also
the homogeneous space) are contractible.

In the next section we shall give the appropriate modifications in the proofs of
Theorems A, B to yield A (A), B{k).

§ 4. Proof of Theorems A (A) and B(A;).

Except for the trivial parts ofA(A) and B(/;) dealing with the contractible compo-
nents (1) the two theorems are formally similar and we shall prove them together. H will

(1) We leave these parts to the reader.
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therefore stand for either a real or complex Hilbert space as the case may be, and k will
be an integer ^2.

We recall first that H is assumed to be a Clifford module, i.e. we are given ortho-
gonal transformations J^Jg, ' - ' ^ J k + i °^ sc[uare — I anc! anti-commuting. We shall
denote by F^ the finite group of order 2^ generated by Ji, ...3^-1. Note that we have
a homomorphism

s:r^±i

given by £(J^)==—i for all z. Thus, in the group algebra of 1 ,̂ we have the skew-
averaging operator

^Jr^-

In particular, making 1̂  act on the Banach algebra ^ of operators on H by conjugation,
we have a skew-averaging operation on j^. Thus if Aes^y Y^I\. then

w(A)==c(Y)pt(A).

Hence, if ̂ , 3^, ̂ k denote the subsets of s/, 3S = j^/jf, C^ ) which are skew-adjoint
and anti-commute with J\, . . . , J^_ i , the projection p : ^->S8 induces a projection

^ : ̂ ->^

with fibre Jf\ Restricting to
(&k=<S^\09k ^==^n^

we obtain a map
^-^^.

As in § 2 this admits a continuous section, has vector space fibres, and therefore is a
homotopy equivalence. Moreover the map a of Theorems A(k), B(A) yields a commuta-
tive diagram

^-k a ^ Q.^-1

^ J^ Q^-l
*

and P is therefore equivalent, for homotopy, to a (just as in (2.3)).
Next we consider the unitary (or orthogonal) retractions. We observe that,

since I\ acts by orthogonal transformations

-f{x)=±X ^> Y^'^ibA:'1'
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and so ^ { x ' x ) = x ' x . Thus the unitary retraction deforms ^ into Gk==G^<Sk. Let
G^==Gn^\ Then, since elements AeG^ satisfy A2^-!, AJ^=-J,_,A and so
(AL-i)2^—!, the restriction of P to G^ can be written exponentially:

P<(A)==J^_^ cos TT^+A sin nt
=L_,exp(^AL_,)eG fc- l

Thus we have the analogue of (2.4).
Next we define the subspace F^ of ̂  to consist of those operators A such that

(i) ^(A)eG^

(ii) l |A | |= i

and consider the path
8<(A)=L-lexp(7^AJ^), o^i, AeF^.

This path lies in

L^-1 =Ln^-1

because JA(A)=-J,_J, exp(^AJ,_J i==i, .. .,k-2
^-Jk-i^P^^Jk-^Ji
=W^

and S,(A)* =exp(^AJ,_,)*J;_,
==exp(-^AJ^_,).(-J^_,)
=-L--lexp(7^AJ^)
--^(A).

For ^=o we have So(A)=L-r For ^=i , ^(A)=J^_, exp(7rAJ,_,)=T say satisfies
(i) T is orthogonal;
(ii) T anti-commutes with J\, . . . , J / , _ 2 $
(iii) T^-i;
(iv) T=J^_^mod compact operators.

The space of such T we will denote (1) by i^_i. It is clearly contained in a fibre
of the map L^-^G^-1. Let L,-1, G,-1 denote the components of 1}~\ G^-1 contai-
^"gj/c-i and its image in Gk~l respectively. Then, proceeding as in § 2, we see that
Theorems A (A), B(A) will follows from:

preposition (4.1). — L^'^G,"1 is a fibre bundle with contractible total space and
fibre ^_i.

Proposition (4.2). — The map F^->—Q^ given by A^J^_^ exp(7T:AJ^_J is a
homotopy equivalence.

Proofof (4. i). — Let L^_^ be the subgroup of L which commutes withj\, . . . ,J^_2.
Then L^_^ acts by conjugation on Lk~l and the isotropy group ofj^_^ is precisely L^..

(1) The reasons for this notation are alluded to in § i.
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Moreover it is easy to see that the map 'L^__^—^'Lk~l given by A\->AJ^_^A~1 has a
continuous local section [15]. Thus the orbit ofj^_i is homeomorphic to the homo-
geneous space L^_i/L^. It is therefore open and similarly all other orbits are open.
Each orbit is therefore also closed. Now by our assumptions on H the group L^_^
is a Kuiper group (a sum of orthogonal groups of infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces
over R, C or H) and so contractible [10] and in particular connected. Thus

L,_,/L,=L,-1.

Moreover, the existence of a local section shows this is a fibre bundle. Consider now
the map L '̂̂ -^G,"1. By a similar argument to that in (3. i) this has a continuous local
section, hence so does the composite map L^_i->G,"~1. Since L^_^ also acts transitively
on G,~~1 this implies that G,~1 is (homeomorphic to) a coset space ofL^_^ and [14] that
IJ^~1->G1^~1 is a fibre bundle. By our hypothesis on the Clifford algebra structure ofH
each of the groups L^_^, L^ is a Kuiper group and so contractible. The base L,~1 of the
fibre bundle L^_i-^L,~1 is therefore also contractible. Finally the fibre of L,""1-̂ ,"1

through the point J/c_i is contained in the space ^jc-r r^0 show that it is equal to it, and
hence complete the proof of (4. i), we need the following lemma:

Lemma (4.3). — If Je^_i, i.e. if J is orthogonal^ J2=—i, J anticommutes
with Ji, . . • ? Jfc-2? an^ J^Jfc-i mod compact operators, then J is conjugate to ]^_^ by an
element of L "̂1 and hence (since I}~1 is connected) J can be joined to J^_i by a path in Jfc_iC(A;— i).

Proof. — The result is obvious if the Clifford algebra C^_i is simple, so suppose it
is a sum of two simple algebras. By hypothesis the representation ofC^_i on H defined
by JD • • •3.L-1 contains both simple C^_i-modules with infinite multiplicity. If the
same is true of the representation given byji, . . .5^-23 J? then they are clearly conjugate
by an orthogonal transformation T: thus J==TJ^_iT~1 and TJ^=J^T for z = = = i , . . . , A : — 2
that is TeL^""1. We will assume therefore that one of the simple C^_^-modules occurs
with only finite multiplicity in the representation defined byj^, . . ̂ .L-^J- Thus if w
is the central projection in C^_^ corresponding to this simple module its image
w{]l'> - ' •5^-29.1) ln tnls representation has finite rank and so is compact. But J==Jfc_i
modulo compact operators, hence

^Ui, •••..L-^^CJi. ' " . J k - ^ J )
is also compact. But this is a contradiction because w{J^y • ••5^-1) ls a projection
operator on H of infinite rank. This completes the proof of the lemma and hence
of (4.1).

It remains now to examine (4.2). For this it is convenient to translate both the
spaces involved, i.e. F^ and i^-i, by multiplying with the fixed operator J^;_i. Let
B=AJ^_i, then AeP if and only i fB satisfies:

(i) B is Fredholm and skew-adjoint;
(ii) B commutes with J^, . . .5^-2^
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(iii) B anti-commutes with J^_^ or equivalently (in view of (i)) Jfc-iBJ^^B*;
(iv) | |B[|=i and BB*=I+C with G compact;
(v) If k=—i mod 4, JJg. . J/^B is neither essentially positive nor essentially
negative. If k=i mod 4 (and H is complex), i]^. . J^gB is neither essentially
positive nor essentially negative.

If T==—J^_^S then TeQ^_^ if and only if S satisfies:
a) S is orthogonal;
b ) S commutes with J^, . . . ,J^_2;
c ) CL-i8)2^—1 o1* equivalently (in view of a)) Jfe_iSJ^i=S*;
d) S == — i modulo compact operators.

With these alterations Proposition (4.2) is equivalent to
Proposition (4.3). — The map Bl->exp7rB is a homotopy equivalence from the space of

operators B satisfying (i)-(v) above to the space of operators S satisfying a)-d) above.
If we omit conditions (ii), (iii), b ) , c ) (and put k==i in (v)) Proposition (4.3)

reduces to Proposition (3.3). The proof of (4.3) is essentially the same as that of (3.3).
All we have to do is to observe that the various steps in the proof are compatible with the
symmetry conditions (ii), b) (commuting withj^, . . .,J^_a) and th^ skew conditions (iii),
c ) (conjugation byj^_^ giving the adjoint). Condition (v) is just the appropriate condi-
tion to guarantee that the fibres occurring in the analogue of (3.6) are quotients of
two Kuiper groups and so contractible. This completes the proof of Theorems A(A;), B(A;).

§ 5. Periodicity Theorems.

In this section we deduce the Bott periodicity theorems from Theorems A{k)
and B(A). Then we shall define the index map ind^ : ̂ ->A^, where A^ is the
Grothendieck group of graded C^-modules modulo those extendable to G^+^-modules.
We discuss the meaning of the index for various k and the properties of ind^ under
multiplication. We shall also interpret ind^ as the index of an appropriate family of
Fredholm operators. In a subsequent paper this will allow us to reduce the index
theorem for elliptic operators in ^k to the index theorem for families.

For tensor product purposes, it is neater to describe ^(H/,) in terms of Zg-graded
real Hilbert spaces. We adopt the notation of [4] for graded tensor products of
C^-modules. [4] also contains the relevant background material. Let H=H°®H1

be a Zg-graded C^-module. Consider the set

{BeJ^(H); Bis of degree i (i.e., B:H°->H1 and H^H0) and BJ,=-J,B,z=i, . . .,^}.

Now H° is a G^G^i-module generated by JJ^, . . .,J^_Jfc. It is easy to verify that
the map BH\J^B |ip gives an isomorphism of the above set with ^(H0). In the graded
situation, we can replace ^(H0) by the above set which we will also denote by ^(H).
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Theorem {^.t). — ^'k+a^yc so that Q8^)^^ in the real case. Ji^2^^
V«-» / * * \ */ * *

so that n2^) ̂  y\ in the complex case.
Proof. — We leave the complex case to the reader. In the real case, let M=M0® M1

be the basic Zg-graded finite dimensional Cg-module which represents the element
ieA8==Z. Since C^+g^G^Gg and H is a C^-module, then H®M is a Zg-graded
C^g"11100^ .̂ Since Cg=R(i6), it is easy to verify that the map Al->A®I gives
an isomorphism of J^(H) with ^^^H^M). Also J^+^H^M) is isomorphic
with ̂ ^(H), for H and H®M are isomorphic C^ ̂ modules. Any two isomorphisms
are homotopic by Kuiper's Theorem. Hence the induced isomorphisms on j^^8 are
homotopic.

Definition. — Let ind^ : e^->A^ be the map Al-^{Ker(A)} with Ker A a C -̂module
representing the element {Ker A} of Aj^.

Proposition (5 .1 ) . — The map ind ;̂ is continuous. Hence ind ;̂ is constant on components

of ̂ ^ and induces a map, ind ^: Tc^e^) -> Aj^. The map indj^ is a bijection.
Proof. — Since elements of ^ are skew-adjoint Fredholm, they have o as an

isolated point in their spectrum. Using scalar multiplication, it suffices to prove
continuity at Be^ with B^—I on (Ker B)1. Choose a neighborhood jV of B
with the property that Ce^V implies C2 has no spectrum in [ — i + s ? — s ] and
[IC2-^2!^!^]:^. Let Q, be the spectral projection of G2 on [—s,o], and let E
be its range. We claim that the orthogonal projection P of E on Ker B==Ker(B2)
is an isomorphism. For suppose H=KerB©V, and yeEnV with [ | y [ [ = = i . Then
<(C 2 -B 2 )y ,y>=<G 2 y ,y>-<B 2 y ,y>^-£+I contradicting IIC^B2!)^. Hence P is
injective. It is surjective for otherwise there exists a MeKerBnE1 with | [ M [ | = = I .
Again < (B2--^2)^, ^>==—^^zO^i—s gives a contradiction. Since B2 and C2

commute with C^, the orthogonal projection P gives a C^-module isomorphism of E
with KerB. Write E as Ker GO (Ker C)1 so that indfcB-indfcC=={(Ker C)1}.
But G is nonsingular and skew-adjoint on (Ker C)1 so that (Ker C)1 is a C^i-module
^ing J^+i-C^-C2)^. Hence ind^B=ind^G.

/^ '̂
To show mdj^ is surjective, let M==M°® M1 represent an element ofA^. Replace H

by H®M and let B=J^i®oe^(HCM). Then ind^B={M).
^»»^

To show ind^ is injective, we must show that ind^B==ind^G implies B and C lie
in the same component. Write H==KerB®V. Since B|y is nonsingular, the polar
decomposition retraction connects B [y with a skew-adjoint unitary R, so that B and
B'==o®R lie in the same component of y\ Similarly with H==Ker G®W, C is
connected to G'==o®S with S a skew-adjoint unitary. Since ind^B==ind^C, there
exists finite dimensional G^-modules V'cV and W'cW invariant under R and S
respectively so that KerBQV and Ker G(9W' are isomorphic C^-modules. Write
H^KerBeVeV'^KerGeWeW". Then B' is connected to B" which is o on
Ker BCV and R on V" while G' is connected to C" which is o on Ker G@W' and S
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on W". But V" using R is a G^-module as is W" using S. Hence there is an isomor-
phism T.-V-^W" such that TJ.T-^J,, z = i , . . . , ^ and TRT-^S. Since
Ker B@V and Ker C®W are isomorphic C^-modules, we can extend T : H->H so
that T is a C^-module isomorphism and TB" T~1 == G". But the C^-module isomorphisms
ofH form a connected group (in fact it is a Kuiper group and so cOntractible) so that B"
and G" lie in the same component.

Let us now interpret the index map for values A=o, i, 2, 4, i.e., A^=f=o and A<8.
For k 4=0, we revert to the ungraded interpretation of^.

k == o. — Be^"°(H) is completely determined by Bo and Ker B == Ker B^OKer BQ.
Then indoB== [Ker B}eAo ̂  Z is given by dim Ker Bo—dim Ker B^, the usual index
of By, for Ker Bo® Ker Bo is a graded C^-module if and only if Ker Bo has the same
dimension as Ker Bo. ;

k== i. — Ae^ means A is a skew-adjoint operator on real H. {Ker A}eA^^Z^
is o, i.e., Ker A is a Ci=C-module if and only if dim Ker A =o mod 2. Hence
ind^A == dim Ker A mod 2.

k = 2. — Ae^"^ means A is a skew-adjoint operator on real H which anti-commutes
with J^. Using Ji, H becomes a complex Hilbert space. Then Ker A is a complex
space and {KerA^Ag^Zg is o if and only if Ker A is a Cg-module, i.e., Ker A is a
quaternionic space. Hence indgA = dim^Ker A mod 2. Thus indg can be interpreted
as the complex dimension mod 2 of a skew-adjoint antilinear Fredholm operator on a
complex Hilbert space.

^=4. — Since (^ C3=H©H, we can write H=H+OH_, two quaternionic
Hilbert spaces. Ae^ implies A:H^->H^ is a quaternionic operator. Let D=A|H+
so that Ker A = Ker D® Ker D* is a 03-module, i.e. a quaternion space. This is a
G4-module if and only if dim^Ker D^dirngKerD*. Hence ind4 can be interpreted
as the quaternionic index of a Fredholm operator over the quaternions.

From Proposition (5.1) and Theorem A{k) we have isomorphisms

A^o(^)=7^°)

On the other hand we have the isomorphism

^^Q]^KR{Sk)=KR-k(pomt)

given by the index of a Fredholm family. Combining these we end up with an
isomorphism

Y^A^KR-^point).

Now in [4] there is a basic simple construction on Clifford modules giving rise to a
homomorphism

P^A^KR-^point).

(1) H stands for the quaternions.
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/-^-'

If M()©MI is a Zg-graded C^-module we assign to it the element of KR^S^) which is
M°—{M1, u, M°} where the second vector bundle is M1 in the upper hemisphere,
M° in the lower hemisphere and the two are glued along the equator Sk~i by Clifford
multiplication. We shall prove

Proposition (5.2). — The homomorphisms

y^.-A^KR-^point)
coincide.

Corollary. — ^ is an isormorphism.
Proof. — In the graded situation the map yk-^yk~•l assigns to A the path

t\->J^cos nt+A sin nt. By iteration we get a map 9^ : Dk->^' given by
k l-l k

9^) == S J;(cos TT^. II sin Tr^j) +A II sin nt^ t== (^, . . ., ^)

as a map from H° to H1. Since A anti-commutes with the J^ we have 9^)M°cM1,
when KerA=M°®M1.

Observe now:
1) Kerq)^)=o except when ^==(1/2 , . . . , 1/2) in which case Ker cp^)=M°:

this follows, inductively, from the fact that aI+PS (with S skew-adjoint) is invertible
except when a==o. k k

2) Since ^={t :Tl ^(i—^.)==o} we see that, for teSD\ 9^)= S aj^ with

S af= I (a; == cos TT^ . I! sin rct^).
If A==J^i then 9^(?)2=—I for all ^eD^ and so in particular 9^^(^) is inver-

tible. As we see from 2) the maps 9^ all coincide on SD^ and so we can define a map
^: S^D^uD7!.-^^

by putting ^"^A on ̂  (tne ^PP^ hemisphere) and ^=9^^^ on D^. (the lower
hemisphere). The map ^ represents the element of ^(e^) which corresponds to the
component of<^ containing A in the bijection 71:0 (e^) -^ 7r^(^'). We must now calculate

/^w

as in [i] the index of the family ^ as an element of KR^S^). To do this we must first
choose a closed-subspace H cH° of finite codimension which is transversal to all Ker ^{t),
t^. We then replace the family ^{t) by the family ^AW^A^)01^ where P is ortho-
gonal projection on H, and take Ker 4'A—Ker ^A- Now from (i) above we see that
we can take H=(M0)1, so Ker ̂  is the trivial bundle M°. Since ^)M°cM1 for
^eD^ we see that, over D^_, we have a natural isomorphism Ker ^^M1. On the
other hand, for ^eD^., ^ is an isomorphism, and so we get a natural isomorphism
(over D^L) Ker ̂  ̂ M°. The glueing over the equator ()Dk is just the restriction of 9^.
To conclude the proof we have now only to observe that the map 8Dk -> ISO(M°, M1)
given by 9^ is homotopic to that given by Clifford multiplication. This follows from
the explicit formula for 9^ in (2) 9.bove using a linear homotopy.
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We now verify the multiplicative properties of the index. Suppose Se^ and
TG^ with S, T acting on Hg, H^ respectively. Let S^T be the operator defined
on Hg®Hrr, by

(S ̂  T) (x®jy) == Sx®jy + (— I )de^® Tjy.

Then S^T is skew-adjoint and (S^^^S^I+IOT2 so that
Ker S ̂  T = Ker S®Ker T

and S^T is Fredholm. We claim that S^TeJ^^. To show that S^Te^^,
we must show that S^T anti-commutes with JgeC^ and J^C;. Now

(S^T)Jg^®J/)=SJg^^-(-I)de^Jg^®T,

while Js(S^T)^®J/)=JgSx®J/+(-I)de^Js^T,=-(S^T)Jg^®^). Also,

(S ̂  T)JT^®^) =(-1)^(8 ̂  T) (^®JTJ) =(- ̂ {S^J^ +(-1)^^®%^},

while

JT(S ̂  T) ̂ ®j/) ==JT{S^®J/+ (-1)^^®^}
^_(_l)de,.S^®J^+^0J^Tj;=-(S«:T)jT(^^).

It is easy to check that S^Te^-^. Since tensor product gives the multiplication
^^A^-^A^^, we have proved

Proposition (5.3). — ind^S^T=(ind^S)(ind;T).
The map ^x^-^^ used above induces a multiplication in KR'(X). That

this multiplication coincides with that defined via suspensions comes from the homotopy
commutativity of the diagram

^X^1 yk+l

Q^)X^(^) —> Qk+l^).

We omit the proof.
Finally, we remark that the map giving the periodicity theorem is the usual one

obtained by multiplication by the generator of Ag^KR-8 (point). For the map of
^(H^J^^H^M) is given by Sh>S«:To=S®I where T, is the zero map on M.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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